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Volga-German immigrants to Kansas thrived
in a variety of industries. One of the most
notable success stories in this saga is that of
the Anschutz family.
Carl Anschütz, son of Christian and Maria
Johann David Anschütz and Christian
Katherina, was born in 1859 in the village
Anschütz of Kansas (top row, middle) visiting
of Niedermonjou. Like all Volga-Germans,
Niedermonjou, Russia. Steven Grau
Carl’s ancestors had been recruited by
representatives of Catherine II’s government
with the promise of land, wealth, and cultural autonomy in her vast Empire. A century later,
feeling that this promise had been unfulfilled, Carl relocated his family to north central
Kansas in continued search of this dream. He left behind a village known today in Russian
as Bobrowka. Few would guess that this outpost of humanity on the steppes of Russia was
once home to a rich and thriving German culture, and the roots of what would become an
international legacy.
In Kansas, Carl quickly established a reputation as a successful investor and businessman.
He was the founder and director of Kansas’s Farmers State Bank and was widely respected
throughout the state. Carl’s son, Frederick Benjamin Anschutz, continued his father’s work
in the oil-drilling business and also invested in lands and ranching. Frederick is the father of
Philip Frederick Anschutz, the current heir to the Anschutz dynasty.
Philip Frederick Anschutz, famous American entrepreneur,
was born on December 28th, 1939. Anschutz purchased his
father's drilling company, Circle A Drilling, in 1961, and found
particular success in the state of Wyoming. He has invested
in a variety of areas ranging from stocks to real estate and
railroads. His investments also extend to entertainment
companies.
The Anschutz family legacy is perhaps most noted through the
family’s philanthropic work. The Anschutz Family Foundation,
founded in 1982 by Fred and Marian Pfister Anschutz, has
distributed 8,670 grants totaling $50,178,941 to nonprofit
organizations since its inception. The Foundation encourages
Philip Frederick Anschutz
endeavors that strengthen families and communities and
advance individuals to become productive and responsible citizens.
This catalog is dedicated to the 2016 Distinguished German-American of the Year™ Award
recipient, Mr. Philip F. Anschutz, in gratitude for his support in the development of this exhibit.

Dear members, friends, and visitors,
On behalf of the German-American Heritage Foundation of the USA, we would like to
welcome you to our museum and our exhibits. Our Foundation is proud to present Unter unser
Leit: Finding Kansas’s Volga-Germans.
This exhibit, curated by our own staff and volunteers, is a testament to the potential of
cross-organizational collaboration. Various libraries and research institutions, heritage
organizations, and individuals across the United States assisted in the development of this
exhibit. Their names are mentioned later in this catalog. A detailed account of the making of
the exhibit and the research involved is presented in chapters written by our staff member
Tyler Grasee, and by Rose Guardino, one of our affiliates, respectively.

The Volga is Europe’s longest and largest river, flowing from the hills north of Moscow to the
Caspian Sea. In Russian, it is often referred to as Volga-Matushka (mother Volga). Adobe Stock
anti-German hysteria. Many were harassed by mobs for refusing to buy war bonds or serve in
the army. Countless German newspapers and stores closed or switched the language in which
they provide services. Thereafter, many Volga-Germans chose to make their ethnic heritage a
private matter. By the 1970s, few Kansans still spoke German dialects in their homes.
The decline of German dialects in Kansas gave rise to the establishment of various organizations
where Volga-German descendants could gather to explore their heritage. Chapters of the
American Historical Society of Germans from Russia (AHSGR) and other organizations provide
their members avenues for historical and genealogical research, language practice, and the
celebration of holidays and religious ceremonies. These organizations serve as a cultural and
intellectual bridge between the generations of immigrants who helped build Kansas and their
descendants.
The Germans of the steppe who arrived to Kansas in the late 19th century perplexed the
farmers who were already settled there. The language, dress, and customs of these immigrants
seemed peculiar. As has been the case throughout history, these differences were initially
viewed as obstacles to their assimilation into the rich and diverse American landscape. As
they were met increased acceptance from their new neighbors, Volga-Germans began to
send their children to public schools, marry outside their own groups, and become an intrinsic
part of local political, social, and economic life. Increased acceptance and a certain pressure
to assimilate narrowed the distinctions between Volga-Germans and their neighbors. Today,
descendants of Kansas’s Volga-Germans can be found all over the U.S. and the world. Their
productivity and resilience continue to add to the America’s extensive and diverse culture of
immigrant heritage.

The exhibit, divided into six chapters, was designed in honor of Mr. Philip F. Anschutz, on
the occasion of receiving the 2016 Distinguished German-American of the Year Award at the
German-American Heritage Foundation’s 30th Annual Award Gala.
Unter unser Leit provides the visitor with the unique opportunity to learn about a somewhat
unfamiliar yet fascinating cultural group: the Volga-Germans. The exhibit provides an
exploratory, ethnographic account of an American immigrant group following their journey
from German lands to the banks of the Volga river in 18th century Russia, and then to the
Kansas prairie a hundred years later. The conscientious visitor will draw parallels between
the Volga-Germans’ fascinating history and the stories of other American immigrant groups.
Indeed, the study of German immigration to America is ever-relevant.
The exhibit is intended as an introduction to the Volga-German identity, using the Anschutz
family as a most representative example. The universally-relevant topics addressed in Unter
unser Leit will resonate with the Foundation’s member clubs, ethnic heritage museums, and
diverse other organizations in the United States as well the world over.
The German-American Heritage Foundation of the USA continues to be the only national
membership organization for Americans of German heritage and their supporters. In viewing
this exhibit, you are joining the Foundation in supporting cooperative efforts among GermanAmericans and their organizations. Thank you for your support.
Sincerely,
John M. Manoyan, Ph.D.
President, German-American Foundation of the USA®
Erika Harms
Executive Director,
German-American Heritage Museum of the USA™

The Volga-Germans: An American Tale
By Rose Guardino
Few contemporary Americans have heard of the VolgaGermans. In the latter half of the 19th century, this immigrant
group emigrated from rural southeastern Russia and settled
in Kansas, and other western reaches of the United States.
Although the majority of U.S. history textbooks are devoid of
any mention of the Volga-Germans, the Volga-German tale
is increasingly relevant to today’s discussions surrounding
immigration. The quintessential American story – that of a
population catalyzed to seek better opportunities by events
in their homeland – is visible even in small, lesser-known
immigrant groups such as the Volga Germans. My assistance
in the development of Unter unser Leit: Finding Kansas’s VolgaGermans as a researcher helped highlight this fact.
I am currently a senior at Oberlin College in Ohio. My own ethnic heritage has largely informed
my interests as a student. My mixed German, Irish, and Italian background has inspired my
interest in history and decision to major in the discipline. This summer, I had the opportunity
to explore this interest further as an intern at the German-American Heritage Museum
in Washington, DC. I was hired as a volunteer research assistant and soon found myself
investigating the origins, culture, and language of Kansas’s Volga-German immigrants. Before
beginning my internship, I had little to no knowledge of this group. However, as I began to
comb through the historical sources, it became clear that their story was similar to that of so
many immigrants.
From the Pilgrims’ journey aboard the Mayflower to escape religious persecution in 1620 to
Syrian refugees fleeing the horrors of civil war in the present day, immigrants have come to
America in search of lives not possible in their home countries. As you will see in this exhibit, the
increasingly hostile political climate in Russia was a determining factor in the Volga Germans’
decision to immigrate to the United States. Czar Alexander II revoked the military exemption
that had been guaranteed to the Volga Germans in exchange for their dutiful cultivation of
the land. Conscription into the Russian army carried with it the threat of conversion to Russian
Orthodoxy and subsequent loss of Volga German culture. In response, large numbers of the
Volga Germans made the decision to cross the ocean in pursuit of freedom in the United
States.
After a long journey across one ocean and two continents, the Volga-Germans finally settled
in Kansas and other parts of the West. However, their trials were not over, as is often the case
for recent immigrants. Initially, many Kansans viewed the Volga-Germans with suspicion
and were less than welcoming. These new immigrants looked and spoke differently from
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V. Not By Bread Alone
While Volga-German society was male-dominated, the presence and labor of women was
crucial to its continuity on a number of fronts.
Because Volga-German farmers did not invest in heavy machinery, the labor of women was
essential to the farm’s success. During harvest season, women and children of all ages were
expected to take part in the threshing of wheat. Volga-German women also engaged in
intensive subsistence farming throughout the year. They were responsible for the production
of a number of products ranging from eggs to garden vegetables, which they fed their families
and sold to provide a secondary income. Unlike their neighbors, Volga-German families would
often hire out their daughters as farmhands, maids, or nannies as another income supplement.
Without the labor of women, survival on the harsh prairie was impossible.
Women also provided valuable health services. Due to a lack of access to healthcare on the
plains and state of medical knowledge in that period, mortality rates were extremely high.
Women continued to take healthcare into their own hands and practice midwifery as they had
along the Volga. This aspect of Volga-German culture developed in Russia independent of the
religious structures that dominated their society.
Bräuche (“spiritual practices”), such as tracing the sign of the
cross over a laboring mother while uttering ritual phrases,
were utilized along with traditional medicinal procedures
to promote favorable outcomes. These practices usually
imitated Christian doctrinal practices by employing certain
sayings (e.g., “Im Namen des Vaters und des Sohnes und des
heiligen Geistes” -- “In the name of the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost”). Though widely accepted amongst women,
Catholic and Protestant churches strongly discouraged
“magical” midwifery. Nonetheless, such objections did little
to halt such practices in women’s circles.

VI. A Land of Milk and Honey
World War I proved critical for all German-speaking
communities in the U.S. Increased expressions of antiGerman sentiment, which sometimes turned violent, led
the Volga-Germans to cease speaking German in school or
at church. Moreover, many Kansas schools stopped offering
German as a second language. Most Volga-Germans rallied
around the cause of the Allied powers. Pacifist VolgaGerman Mennonites, therefore, bore the brunt of Kansas

IV. Six Days You Shall Labor

Volga Germans using a steam powered
threshing machine to harvest wheat near
Munjor, Kansas. Kansas State Historical Society

Like all inhabitants of the Russian empire,
the Volga-Germans were subject to the mir
system, by which self-governing peasant
communes elected officials to control local
resources. Village land was periodically
redistributed according to the number of men
per household, with every head of household
retaining a plot near the village center. This
system intensified the Volga-German sense
of community and reinforced their cultural
idealization of labor. According to folklore, the
colonists would march into the fields crying,
“Arbeit, komm her, ich fress dich auf!” (“Come
here, work, I will devour you!”) From the
Volga-German perspective, work was a way
of life rather than a means to an end. Another
proverb demonstrates this well: “Arbeit macht
das Leben süß” (“Work renders life sweet”).
The Volga-German settlers arrived at a crucial time in Kansas history. Years of drought and
grasshopper infestation as well as economic depression left many homesteaders, who had
come from more densely-populated areas of the East in search of economic opportunity,
frustrated. This proved little obstacle to the Volga-Germans who had become accustomed to
similar conditions on the steppes of the Volga.
The majority of the immigrants to Kansas continued to work in agriculture, just as they had
in Russia. They also farmed many of the same crops, the most important of which was wheat.
Rather than investing in expensive machinery like native-born American farmers, the VolgaGermans involved their whole family in farm production and turned to their neighbors for
help at key points in the growing season.This labor-intensive, rather than capital-intensive,
approach proved fruitful. It is estimated that the Volga-Germans brought over $1 million (over
$21 million today) into the nearly destitute state in the last half of 1874.
“...it was a fortunate thing for this country when they struck here, as they ensure the utilization by
dogged persevering industry our Western prairies... We have, we know, indecorously laughed at
their uncouth European notions. We take it all back. We are thoroughly converted to the Russian
cause.” - Hays City Sentinel, 1877

Dairy products were important to Volga-German cuisine. Volga-German women
churned butter daily. The Center for Volga German Studies at Concordia University

other German immigrants, which confused the
established population. Yet, over time, the VolgaGermans won over their new neighbors with
their work ethic, dedication to their faith, and
commitment to public education.
The story of the Volga-Germans illuminates
the uniquely American part of all of us. Our
backgrounds are all markedly different, yet they
share certain characteristics. Our ancestors’
decisions to come to America were motivated by
events in their home countries. They struggled
through difficult journeys across vast distances in
hope of a better life for their families. Upon arrival,
they often faced hostility from other Americans
whose families had immigrated in the past. Our
great-grandparents, grandparents, and parents
persevered through this adversity and eventually
achieved acceptance. The distinct elements that
our families brought with them to this country
have made America great and continue to do so
by today’s immigrants. This still-growing legacy
of diversity is something that we continue to
celebrate.
Volga-Germans greeting President Theodore Roosevelt in Victoria, Kansas in 1903. Roosevelt was an
outspoken critic of “hyphenated-Americanism”. In a 1915 speech, he said, “the only man who is a good
American is the man who is an American and nothing else.” Library of Congress

Among our People: The Exhibit
By Tyler Grasee, curator
The Volga-Germans (Wolgadeutsche in German) are
an ethnic group who colonized land along the Volga
River in southeastern Russia during the 18th century.
Special arrangements with Czarina Catherine the Great
allowed for settlers from the German principalities
to maintain relative autonomy for the next century.
These original colonists hailed from diverse German
regions with differing cultural traditions. However,
during their sojourn in Russia, they merged to form
a single and unique German culture, distinguishing
them both from their Russian neighbors and former
German compatriots. An examination of Volga-German immigrants to the U.S. poses a series
of unique questions related to the study of German-American heritage and ethnic identity:
Who is German, and who is not? Who is an immigrant, and who is a native? And finally, what
relevance do these questions have to understanding German-American identity today?
Due in part to a tumultuous Russian history, documentation of the Volga-Germans outside
the United States is not readily available. Historical records were largely destroyed following
the dissolution of the Volga German Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic in the 20th
century and subsequently during World War II. Those that remain are largely inaccessible
to researchers outside of contemporary Russia. For this reason, the majority of material for
this exhibit was gathered from heritage organizations in the United States and Germany.
Historians, anthropologists, ethnographers, and folklorists specializing in Volga-German
studies like Dr. Timothy J. Kloberdanz have also made a wealth information that would have
otherwise been lost to history available. For like the majority of German-Americans, VolgaGermans embraced the pressures of Americanization during World War I.
This exhibit’s name, Unter unser Leit (unter unseren Leuten in High German), was chosen
because it represents a nuance of this ethnic group’s identity. In Volga-German dialect, the
name means “among our people”, and was used in Russia to draw a symbolic barrier between
the “insider” and the “outsider”. In the United States, however, Volga-Germans quickly found
acceptance as Americans due to their choice to participate in civic life. The Volga-Germans
once again found themselves “among their people”, albeit a new people – the American
people. Unter unser Leit: Finding Kansas’s Volga-Germans seeks to highlight the complex
nature of identity as it relates to ethnic heritage, and the surprisingly fluid manner in which
immigrants may choose to navigate their identity in order to survive. The viewer of this exhibit
will have the opportunity to see yet another example of how a people’s ethnic heritage,
distinctive yet indivisible from their American identity, informs and enriches their experience
as citizens of the U.S.

III. Living By Faith
Faith was the bond that held Volga-German communities together in Russia. Many of the
original colonists had fled their German homelands due to religious persecution. Religious
minorities like Moravians, Mennonites, and other Anabaptists were unwelcome, and often
persecuted, in the strictly Catholic or Lutheran German principalities. In order to avoid violent
religious conflict, Russian officials separated settlers by denomination.
Religion was further ingrained in Volga-German culture during their sojourn in Russia, as
church attendance was mandatory for all citizens of the Empire. Moreover, Bibles, catechisms,
and hymnals were often the only books available in Volga-German schools. All of this,
combined with the fact that there were no beer halls in the German settlements on the Volga,
fostered stringent religious practice on the steppe. Indeed, the churches themselves became
the centers of Volga-German social life.
The Volga-Germans were noted for their musical talent and distinctive melodies, which
developed largely in religious settings. They were usually in the form of two-part harmonies
(four-part on special occasions):
Der goldene Rosenkranz,
besetzt mit Perlen ganz.
Besetzt mit lauter Edelgestein,
gehört der Jungfrau rein.
2. Die Blumelein in dem Kranz,
sind alle frisch und ganz.
Ihr Farb ist rot, gelb und weiß,
Ihr Name heißt Ehrenpreis.
3. Die weiß Farb ist ihr Freud,
die rot ihr Schmerz und Leid.
Die gelb bedeut, ihr Herrlichkeit,
dort in der ewigen Freud.

The golden crown of roses is filled with pearls.
It is filled with jewels.
It belongs to the Virgin pure.
2. The flowers in the crown are all fresh and full;
their colors are red, yellow, and white.
Praise and honor is its name.
3. The white color is her joy,
the red her sorrow and pain.
The yellow shows her glory
there in eternal gladness.

- Der Goldene Rosenkranz / The Golden Crown
Immigrants to Kansas remained largely separate by denomination as they transferred entire
village populations from Russia to the US. Initially, Kansas’s Volga-Germans struggled to find
clergymen who suited their needs. Even in Catholic denominations, where Mass was held
in Latin, the immigrants sought German-speaking priests who understood the nuances of
their culture. Eventually, as Volga-Germans acculturated over several generations, the need
for German-speaking clergymen decreased. Some level of factionalism, however, persisted.
A marriage between Catholics or Protestants from different Kansas town was considered an
“intermarriage” for one or two generations after immigration.

reflect the harsh climate of the steppe. Long, heavy overcoats, felt boots into which trousers
were tucked, and fur hats were characteristic of Volga-German men, whereas women tended
to be seen in black dresses and headscarves made of heavy materials. These fashions gave way
to a more Americanized style of dress after one or two generations.
There was also cultural separation between “Imperial” Germans, those who had emigrated
from one of the nearly three hundred German principalities, and Volga-Germans, due to
differences in dialect. The dialects of the Volga-Germans were as diverse as the regions from
which their forebearers came, and had developed further in the isolation of the steppes. As
entire villages immigrated to Kansas, they brought their varied speech patterns with them.

The Dialects of Ellis and Rush Counties
Ich bin mit den Leuten über die Wiese und ins Korn gefahren.
‘I drove with the people across the meadow and into the grain field.’
Munjor: ich san mit die Leit durch die Schtepp gfahre ine grien Feld
Pfeifer: ich san mit d’n Leit iewer Paster gfahre ins Waazfeld
Schoenchen: ich san mit die Leit iewer’n Paster gfahre nei ins Waazland
Liebenthal: ich sin mit die Leit gfahre unn durch den ‘Pasture’ gang in des Weezefeld
Victoria: ich sin mit denne Leit iewer die Weise unn in den Weezfeld gfahr
Catharine: ich bin mit die Leut durchs Feld gfahre unn ins griene Fudder

In spite of the fact that the Volga-Germans emphasized education and independently funded
their own schools in Russia, a country in which the peasant population was largely illiterate,
their neighbors sometimes deemed them unintelligent. These stereotypes began to wane
as Volga-Germans enthusiastically sent their children to Kansas public schools. To the 19thcentury American, a public school education and knowledge of English were crucial to the
process of acculturation.

Our Russian Settlers
“When the Russians first began to settle in this county we were considerably opposed to their
coming, but we find that we were mistaken in the people. Those who have settled in Russell
county are members of the German Lutheran church, and not at all clanish [sic], but, on the
contrary, are anxious to learn our language and customs...But what pleases us the best is
to see them sending their children to the public school. We will risk any people’s becoming
Americanized, who will patronize free schools.” - The Russell Record, 1876

Unter unser Leit
Finding Kansas’s Volga-Germans
By the turn of the 20th century, more than 100,000 Volga-Germans had immigrated to the
United States. Members of this minority group from southwestern Russia settled primarily in
the Plains states, including the Dakotas, Nebraska, and Kansas. Their experience farming the
arid banks of the Volga River would prove to be an invaluable asset. The social and economic
contributions of Volga-German immigrants and their descendants created a legacy that
persists to this day.

I. Genesis
O mein Herz ist voller Sehnsucht
Nach dem schoenen Heimatland.
Stromesbrausen, wilde Waldschlucht
und ein Haus am Bergesrand.
Nach der Heimat möcht ich fliegen
um zu sehn den Wolgastrom.
Wolgastrom, stets muss ich lieben
deinen Glanz und deine Zier.
Zwar für immer wir uns schieden
doch mein letzter Gruss gilt dir.
Oh, my heart is full of longing
for the beautiful homeland.
Raging streams, wild ravines,
and a house on the hillside.
To the homeland I would like to fly
to view the Volga stream.
Volga stream, so must I love
your gleaming and your attraction.
Although we are forever parted
indeed my last greeting will be for you.
Volga-German Folksong, 19th century

A view of the village of Herzog on the Karaman
river in Russia. In the background are camels.
Russian farmers in southern regions used
camels as draft animals because of their
resilience. Kevin Rupp

In 1762, Prussian-born princess Sophie Friederike Auguste von Anhalt-Zerbst-Dornburg
ascended the Russian throne as Catherine II. During her 34-year reign, Catherine the Great
would expand her territories by some 200,000 square miles, adding to them the arid steppe
surrounding the southern stretch of the Volga river. A manifesto encouraging German
immigration was issued in 1763 in an attempt to cultivate this region, which was until then
only scarcely inhabited by the native Kyrgyz, Tatar, Kalmyk, and Bashkir peoples:
“As the great extent of the lands of our empire is sufficiently well known to us: so we acknowledge
that not a small number of such regions still lie fallow, that could be advantageously and easily
most usefully utilized to be populated and lived in.”
The czarina, herself a German by birth, was keenly aware of the devastation wrought on the
Germans by the recent Seven Years’ War (1756-1763). Her manifesto appealed to a populace
tormented by battle, starvation, and persecution. Catherine promised the colonists freedom
of religion, tax breaks, and exemption from the otherwise-mandatory military draft. 30,623
Catholic, Lutheran, and Anabaptist settlers from various German principalities like Bavaria,
Baden, Hessen, and the Rheinland heeded her call, and began their long journey to the banks
of the Volga in search of a better life.
The original colonists were ill-prepared
for the challenges that awaited them. The
extreme climate of the barren, treeless
steppes combined with attacks from nomadic
peoples caused half to die by 1771, within
a mere eight years of settling. Nevertheless,
after a century of almost total isolation,
the colonists became well-adapted to their
Wolgaheimat (Volga homeland). However,
their sojourn in Russia was not to last. In
1871, Catherine’s great-grandson Alexander
II revoked all exemptions from the country’s
military draft. This meant compulsory service
for all males beginning at age twenty. Many Wolgadeutsche (Volga-Germans) feared the
conversion of their young men to Russian Orthodoxy and the end of their culture. Therefore,
in 1874, five villages elected representatives to explore the expanses of the American Midwest
for the possibility of resettlement.

II. Arrival in a New Land
The Volga-Germans received favorable reports of America upon the scouts’ return. Most
enticing was the newly-admitted state of Kansas. Its prairie reminded them of the steppes

of their beloved Wolgaheimat. The Homestead Act of 1862, which offered virtually every
immigrant who applied for citizenship land to farm, likely influenced their decision as well.
Railroad marketing campaigns encouraging westward expansion to Kansas also had some
bearing on the scouts’ assessment.
“Messrs. Lieker, Stoecklin and Wasinger took about one pound of soil, some prairie grass and
bluestem grass, and some paper money to Russia, and each explorer some literature descriptive
of the land. The sojourn on American soil was ten days. Their report was favorable, and
subsequently four of the five emigrated.” - German-Russian Settlements in Ellis County, 1910
Almost immediately after the scouts’ return in 1874, dozens of Volga-German families
departed for west central Kansas. Throughout the next four years hundreds of other families
followed their kindred. Just as in the Wolgaheimat, immigrants settled according to faith Catholics initially established villages in Ellis and Rush counties; Lutherans in southern Russel,
northern Baron, Rush, and Trego; and Mennonites in Russell. Upon arrival they constructed
temporary sod houses from the thickly-rooted soil.
Many Kansans did not know what to make of their new
neighbors. Over a century of isolation in Russia had
produced a culture that was unidentifiable to both
native-born Americans and other immigrants. The
Volga-Germans had diligently preserved the culture
of 18th-century Germany in their communities,
yet were not entirely devoid of Russian cultural
influence. Volga-Germans differentiated outsiders as
“nit einer von unser Leit” (not one of our people) and
viewed them with a certain degree of suspicion. They
themselves were initially met with derision by some
native Kansans. In August of 1876, a reporter for the
Hays City Sentinel,who erroneously referred to the
Volga-Germans as “Russians”, wrote:
“They are exceedingly filthy in their persons, talk, and
dress; and in several cases their actions have denoted
an utter disregard for decency...The Russians nearer
approach the aborigine in the mode of life...they seldom
change garments, eat with their fingers and from the
same dish.”
The Volga-Germans were initially mistaken as Russians
because their appearance was markedly different
from that of other German immigrants to the area. The
new settlers’ style of dress had evolved overtime to

Gottfried Schuvie was born in Graf,
Russia, and immigrated to the United
States in 1909. The long overcoat he
wears in this photo, taken in 1912
in Hays, Kansas, was adopted by the
Volga-Germans during their time in
Russia’s cold climate.
Kansas State Historical Society

